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What Stephen's clients have to say

Waikato Feb 2024

Steve was really helpful, even though it took us a

while to close this off but that was entirely because

of us and not Steve. Once Steve got onto sorting it, I

am glad it was done with a great amount of detail and

it was great dealing with Steve.

Waikato Jan 2024

Prompt, thorough, and proactive. Professional and

excellent.

Waikato Dec 2023

Steve is excellent at his job, and he has always gone

above and beyond as our broker. We trust and value

his advice and expertise. Thank you Steve for making

our business insurance experience so seamless time

and time again.

Waikato Sep 2023

Stephen is very good at making sure clients needs are

covered. He listens carefully & follows through on

everything he says he will do promptly. Quotes, listsof

cover, options etc of what your cover is etc 100% the

man for the job. Thanks Steve very efficient

Steve joined the insurance industry in 2008 and

started with Rothbury in 2013. He works with a

wide range of business owners to help them

protect their business interests. Steve provides

expert advice and puts together bespoke

insurance solutions that are specifically tailored

to his clients' needs. He manages a diverse

portfolio of clients and his focus is always on

providing a high level of service and putting his

clients first.

When Steve isn't working, he's practicing

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu or travelling. He loves visiting

the local markets including the Tamahere and

Claudelands markets, and Gourmet in the

Gardens. He is also a loyal supporter of MMA

Club events.
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